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8 Little Luxuries for All Your Intimate Moments

You should love everything you wear on your wedding day from head to toe—

including what's under your dress.

Updated Aug 28, 2023

One of the most overlooked yet all-important parts of a wedding ensemble is actually what's

underneath it. So this one goes out to all the unsung heroes of the bridal fashion world—we're

looking at you, undergarments and intimates. That's why we've rounded up our favorites from

Intimissimi, an Italian brand known for quality, craftsmanship and timeless elegance. From the

slip you wear under your rehearsal dinner dress to the sexy-but-seamless panties you wear on

your wedding day, these are the luxurious pieces you'll want supporting you for all your biggest

moments.

1. A silk robe

The Old Hollywood glamour vibes will be high when you slip into this silk ¾ robe. Plus, an

interior lace-up detail creates a crossover silhouette for a secure wrap when the matching belt

is tied. For all the bridal feels, layer it over a silk slip and you'll be a vision in white from the

minute you start your day.

Buy it: Intimissimi silk robe, $179, Intimissimi.com

2. A classic garter

A traditional bridal accessory, this lace garter is the ideal something new and blue with its petite

navy bow. Whether you plan to do the garter toss at your reception or save it for a private

moment with your partner, you won't be able to say "no" to these romantic satin

embellishments and intricate lace details.

Buy it: Intimissimi lace garter, $15, Intimissimi.com

3. A timeless matching underwear set

As any bra wearer can tell you, finding the right one is often like finding a needle in a haystack—

that's where this elasticized silk balconette comes in. Featuring lightly padded cups and a snug

underwire, it supports and emphasizes the décolleté. Matching cheeky silk briefs have a

seamless back, making them a foolproof (and invisible!) choice under any look.

Buy it: Intimissimi Sofia balconette bra, $89, Intimissimi.com; Intimissimi silk cheeky briefs,

$18, Intimissimi.com

4. A trusted convertible bra

Of course, not all wedding looks are compatible with a conventional bra. When you need a

shape-shifter that can do it all, the Monica is your girl. With a deep plunge in the front and

convertible/removable straps, this push-up bandeau will work under a variety of styles. Plus, it's

made with ultra-fine microfiber, so it fits like a second skin and comes in several neutrals to

make it imperceptible under clothing.

Buy it: Intimissimi Monica bandeau bra, $69, Intimissimi.com

5. A chic pajama set

Whether at your bach party or getting ready the morning of your wedding, where can't you

wear these sleek silk separates? Comfortable and chic, you'll be sitting pretty in stretch

waistband bottoms and an oversize long-sleeved button-down top, which is key to keeping hair

and makeup pristine before putting on your wedding dress.

Buy it: Intimissimi silk satin pajama top, $159, Intimissimi.com; Intimissimi silk satin pajama

pants, $139, Intimissimi.com

6. A delicate slip

You can never go wrong with a classic white silk slip—whether it's been dubbed "for your eyes

only" or a honeymoon packing must. With adjustable spaghetti straps and delicate lace trim,

this slip is equal parts sophisticated and sexy, perfect for styling under a sheer skirt or on its

own as lingerie.

Buy it: Intimissimi silk slip with lace-insert detail, $99, Intimissimi.com

7. No-show shapewear

No one wants to fall victim to VPL (visible panty lines) on an ordinary day, let alone on their

wedding day. These high-waisted microfiber knickers offer a seamless underwear solution,

complete with a sculpting effect for clean lines and a smooth silhouette.

Buy it: Intimissimi raw-cut microfiber French knickers, $29, Intimissimi.com

8. A luxurious lounge set

Worn as lingerie, a set or separates, the options are endless with this lace-trimmed silk camisole

and matching shorts. Feminine and effortless, the set is perfect for all your getting-ready photo

ops and can even be paired with the silk kimono for an extra dose of drama.

Buy it: Intimissimi lace and silk top, $79, Intimissimi.com; Intimissimi silk shorts, $59,

Intimissimi.com
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